IL-1 Induces Vesicular Secretion of IL-6 without Degranulation from Human Mast Cells
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IL-1 Induces Vesicular Secretion of IL-6 without Degranulation from Human Mast Cells

Kristiana Kandere-Grzybowska,*† Richard Letourneau,‡ Duraisamy Kempuraj,† Jill Donelan,* Sarah Poplawski,* William Boucher,† Achilles Athanassiou,‡ and Theoharis C. Theoharides2*†§

FceRI cross-linkage in mast cells results in release of granule-associated mediators, such as histamine and proteases, as well as the production of numerous cytokines, including IL-6. Mast cells have been increasingly implicated in inflammatory processes where explosive degranulation is not commonly observed. Here, we show that IL-1 stimulates secretion of IL-6 without release of the granule-associated protease tryptase in normal human umbilical cord blood-derived mast cells (hCBMCs). IL-6 secretion stimulated by IL-1 in hCBMCs is potentiated by priming with IL-4 and reflects the higher levels of IL-6 secreted from human leukemic mast cell line (HMC-1). Stimulating HMC-1 cells by both IL-1 and TNF-α results in synergistic secretion of IL-6. IL-6 is de novo synthesized, as its secretion is blocked by inhibitors of transcription or protein synthesis. IL-1 does not increase intracellular calcium ion levels in either hCBMCs or HMC-1 cells, and IL-6 stimulation proceeds in the absence of extracellular calcium ions. Ultrastructural Immunogold localization shows that IL-6 is excluded from the secretory granules and is compartmentalized in 40- to 80-nm vesicular structures. Selective secretion of IL-6 from mast cells appears distinct from degranulation and may contribute to the development of inflammation, where the importance of IL-6 has been recognized. The Journal of Immunology, 2003, 171: 4830–4836.

**Materials and Methods**

**Cytokines**

Human recombinant IL-1α, IL-4, IL-6, and TNF-α were purchased from Chemicon (Temecula, CA). Recombinant human SCF was a gift from Amgen (Thousand Oaks, CA).

**Mast cell culture**

Human cord blood was obtained from normal vaginal deliveries in accordance with established institutional guidelines. Human CBMCs were derived by the culture of CD34+ progenitor cells as previously described (16) with minor modifications. Briefly, mononuclear cells were isolated by layering heparin-treated cord blood onto Lymphocyte Separation Medium (INC Biomedical, Aurora, OH). CD34+ progenitor cells were isolated from mononuclear cells by selection of cells positive for the AC133 Ag (CD133/CD34+) by magnetic cell sorting (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA). For the first 4 wk, CD34+ cells were cultured in IMDM (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 0.55 μM 2-ME, 100 mg/liter insulin-transferin-selenium supplement (Life Technologies), 0.1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), penicillin/streptomycin, 100 ng/ml of SCF (Amgen), and 50 ng/ml IL-6 (Chemicon) at 37°C in 5% CO2-balanced air. After 4 wk of culture, BSA and insulin-transferin-selenium in the culture medium were substituted with 10% FBS (Life Technologies). By 8 wk, 95% of the cells in the culture were identified as mast cells by immunostaining for tryptase. The human leukemic mast cell line (HMC-1) was obtained from Dr. J. H. Butterfield (Mayo Clinic, St. Paul, MN) and was cultured in IMDM supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone, Logan, UT), penicillin/streptomycin, and 2 μM α-thioglycerol (17).
Mast cell stimulation

For stimulation of IL-6 production, 8-14-wk-old hCBMCs were washed three times with PBS and resuspended in fresh medium containing 100 ng/ml alone, which was included in the stimulation medium in all experiments for optimal mast cell viability. In anti-IgE stimulation experiments, hCBMCs were resuspended (10^6 cells/ml) and passively sensitized by incubation with human myeloma IgE (2 μg/ml/10^6 cells; Chemicon) for 48–72 h in IL-6-free medium at 37°C. Cells were washed, resuspended in medium containing SFC alone, and distributed to 96-well microtiter assay plates (10^5 cells/200 μl) in duplicate or triplicate for stimulation with IL-1 (50 ng/ml; Chemicon) or anti-IgE (5–10 μg/ml; DAKO, Carpinteria, CA) at 37°C in 5% CO_2 for 6 h. HMC-1 cells were also distributed to 96-well microtiter assay plates (2 × 10^5 cells/200 μl) in duplicate or triplicate and stimulated in complete culture medium unless indicated otherwise. For the dose-response of IL-6 and tryptase secretion, hCBMCs and HMC-1 cells were stimulated for 6 h with the indicated concentrations of IL-1. For the time course of IL-6 secretion, hCBMCs were stimulated with 50 ng/ml of IL-1, and HMC-1 were stimulated with 10 ng/ml of IL-1; optimal concentrations were determined from the dose-response experiments. For some experiments hCBMCs were primed with IL-4 (10 ng/ml; Chemicon) for the last 3 wk of culture before stimulation (18). Cells were washed in PBS three times and stimulated with IL-1 (50 ng/ml) in fresh medium containing SCF alone. For determination of whether secreted IL-6 was de novo synthesized, cells were pretreated with the inhibitor of transcription actinomycin D (10 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) or the inhibitor of protein synthesis cycloheximide (15 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min at 37°C before stimulation with IL-1.

IL-6 was determined in cell-free supernatants with commercial ELISA kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) according to the manufacturer’s directions (sensitivity of the assay, 3 pg/ml). For tryptase measurements, hCBMCs were stimulated for either 6 h in culture medium or 30 min in Tyrode’s buffer (133 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 0.64 mM KH2PO4, 10 mM HEPES, 1 g/liter glucose, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.6 mM MgCl2, and 0.03% human serum albumin, pH 7.2). Tryptase was measured in cell pellets and supernatants by fluoroenzyme-immunoassay (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden).

Data and statistics

IL-6 secretion data are expressed as picograms per 5 × 10^5 cells for hCBMCs and picograms per 10^5 cells for HMC-1 cells; fewer hCBMCs were used because of their short supply. In IL-4–priming experiments, spontaneous secretion was subtracted from the corresponding stimulated secretion to obtain net IL-6 secretion. Tryptase release data are expressed as nanograms of secreted tryptase per 5 × 10^5 cells or as the percent release of total tryptase = [supernatant/(supernatant + pellet)] × 100%. Data represent the mean ± SEM from three or more experiments, each in duplicate or triplicate for hCBMCs or triplicate with a culture from a different donor. Comparisons between two groups were made with paired t test, and p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Calcium measurements

Mast cells (2 × 10^5 cells/ml) were resuspended in Tyrode’s buffer (133 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 0.64 mM KH2PO4, 10 mM HEPES, 1 g/liter glucose, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.6 mM MgCl2, and 0.03% human serum albumin, pH 7.2) containing 2.5 mM probenecid and 2 μM cell-permeant fluorescent calcium indicator Calcium Green-1-AM (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 30 min at room temperature (19). Cells were then washed and resuspended in fresh Tyrode’s buffer (10^6 cells/ml). After washes, 2 × 10^5 cells were placed in a cuvette with constant stirring at 37°C, maintained by a closed circuit, temperature-regulated water pump. Samples were excited at 506 nm, and fluorescence was recorded at 530 nm using a PerkinElmer fluorescence spectrophotometer (LS-5B; Shelton Chuck, CT). Cells were stimulated with IL-1, anti-IgE, C5a (Sigma-Aldrich) or Br-A23187 (Sigma-Aldrich) as indicated. Data are presented in arbitrary fluorescence units.

Ultrastructural localization of IL-6 and tryptase

Human CBMCs or HMC-1 cells were cultured in the absence or the presence of IL-1 for 18 h (10^5 cells/ml) followed by fixation with 5% acrolein and embedding in LR white (Polysciences, Warrington, PA). Alternatively, cells were fixed with 3% gluteraldehyde/2% paraformaldehyde solution, followed by embedding in epoxy resin without apparent loss of IL-6 antigenicity. Microthin sections (0.1 μm) were cut, mounted on grids, and processed for immunocytochemistry. For IL-6 localization, grids were incubated with 20 μg/ml polyclonal rabbit anti-human IL-6 Ab (US Biologicals, Swampscott, MA) overnight, followed by goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to 10-nm gold particles (1/30; Polysciences). For tryptase localization, sections were incubated with monoclonal mouse anti-human tryptase Ab (Chemicon) at 40 μg/ml, followed by goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated to 10-nm gold particles (1/30; Polysciences). Sections were then stained with uranyl acetate and Sato’s lead. To enhance the visualization of membranes, some samples were postfixed with 3% potassium permanganate (catalog no. P379–500; Fisher Scientific, Suwanee, CA). Sections were then examined using a CM10 transmission electron microscope (Philips, Mahway, NJ).

Results

IL-1 stimulates production of IL-6 without degranulation in hCBMCs

Unstimulated hCBMCs secreted 34 ± 5.9 ng/5 × 10^5 of tryptase (~2–4% of total tryptase), while stimulation of hCBMCs with 10 μg/ml anti-IgE for 6 h resulted in the secretion of 721.1 ± 90.3 ng/5 × 10^5 mast cells of tryptase (n = 6; p < 0.05, by paired t test) or ~55% of the total tryptase (Fig. 1A). Tryptase secretion was similar between control (49.3 ± 11.6 ng/5 × 10^5 mast cells) and IL-1-treated (64.7 ± 18.6 ng/5 × 10^5 MC) cells. Both, anti-IgE and IL-1 significantly increased IL-6 secretion during a 6-h stimulation (Fig. 1B). IL-6 secretion increased from 5.5 ± 3.6 pg/5 × 10^5 cells without IL-1 to 90.5 ± 20.6 pg/5 × 10^5 cells in response to IL-1 (50 ng/ml; n = 6; p < 0.05, by paired t test). Similarly, IL-6 secretion increased from 24.0 ± 10.2 pg/5 × 10^5 cells without anti-IgE to 88.2 ± 18.6 pg/5 × 10^5 cells in response to anti-IgE (10 μg/ml; n = 6; p < 0.05, by paired t test). These data demonstrate selective IL-6 secretion in the absence of concomitant tryptase secretion in normal human mast cells.

IL-6 secretion stimulated by IL-1 in hCBMCs and HMC-1 cells

To further characterize IL-1-stimulated IL-6 secretion, dose-response and time-course studies were performed. Stimulation of hCBMCs with IL-1 for 6 h resulted in dose-dependent secretion of IL-6, but not of tryptase (Fig. 2A). Secretion of tryptase (3.5 ± 0.5%; Fig. 2A) and histamine (data not shown) remained at spontaneous levels at all concentrations of IL-1. Dose-response curves for IL-6 secretion established that optimal responses were obtained with 50 ng/ml of IL-1 for hCBMCs (127.4 ± 14.8 pg/5 × 10^5 cells) (Fig. 2A) and with 10 ng/ml for HMC-1 cells (131.0 ± 5.6 pg/10^5 cells; C).

Next, human mast cells were stimulated with 50 ng/ml (hCBMCs) or 10 ng/ml (HMC-1) of IL-1 for 3, 6, 18, 24, 48, and 72 h. In hCBMCs, the first detectable IL-6 increases were noted 3 h after stimulation, which peaked at 18 h (239.5 ± 54.4 pg/5 × 10^5 cells) and remained elevated for the next 72 h (Fig. 2B). In contrast, HMC-1 at 18 h secreted 1762.4 ± 218.0 pg/10^5 cells IL-6 (n = 3; p < 0.05), with further increases up to 48 h (Fig. 2D).

We also investigated whether two cytokines together, such as IL-1 and TNF-α, could have a more pronounced effect on IL-6 secretion.
IL-6 secretion by +/hCBMCs was 3- to 4-fold more than that by −/hCBMCs (Fig. 2F). Tryptase secretion in response to IL-1 (50 ng/ml) was similar in IL-4-primed hCBMCs (4.3 ± 0.6% of total tryptase) and unprimed hCBMCs (4.4 ± 1.8% of total tryptase) and was similar to baseline secretion in the absence of IL-1.

De novo synthesis of IL-1-induced IL-6 secretion

The delayed time course of IL-6 secretion (3 h earliest increase) and the absence of tryptase secretion suggested that IL-1 stimulated de novo synthesis of IL-6. IL-6 production was completely inhibited (results not shown) by pretreatment (30 min) with either the inhibitor of transcription, actinomycin D (10 μg/ml), or the inhibitor of protein synthesis, cycloheximide (15 μg/ml), in both hCBMCs (100% inhibition; n = 3) and HMC-1 (100% inhibition; n = 5). Taken together these results confirm that IL-1-induced IL-6 was synthesized de novo.

Calcium requirement for IL-1-induced IL-6 secretion

We further investigated whether the secretion of IL-6 stimulated by IL-1 involved elevation of intracellular calcium ions. Mast cells were first loaded with the cell-permeant, calcium-sensitive fluorescent indicator Calcium Green-1-AM, and fluorescence intensity was measured in cell suspensions. Stimulation of hCBMCs by IL-1 (50 ng/ml) had no effect on intracellular calcium ion levels (Fig. 3A). In contrast, stimulation of IgE-sensitized hCBMCs with anti-IgE (10 μg/ml) resulted in a sustained increase in intracellular calcium ion levels (Fig. 3A). Similarly in HMC-1 cells, stimulation with IL-1 (10 ng/ml) had no effect on intracellular calcium ion levels (Fig. 3B), while stimulation with the complement fragment 5a (C5a, 500 ng/ml), used as a positive control, resulted in transient elevation of intracellular calcium ion levels (Fig. 3B). Subsequent application of a nonfluorescent analog of the cation ionophore, Br-A23187 (0.5 μg/ml), resulted in a further increase in intracellular calcium ion levels (Fig. 3B).

To obtain further confirmation of the lack of a calcium requirement in IL-1-induced IL-6 secretion, hCBMCs or HMC-1 cells were stimulated in a medium containing nominal concentrations of calcium that were obtained by reconstitution of the culture medium in double-distilled water without the addition of calcium. The secretion of IL-6 stimulated by IL-1 in such nominal calcium conditions proceeded unaffected (results not shown).

secretion. During an 18-h stimulation of HMC-1 cells, IL-1 (10 ng/ml) alone induced 465.7 ± 38.4 pg/10^6 cells, TNF-α (50 ng/ml) alone induced 99.4 ± 19.2 pg/10^6 cells, and IL-1 and TNF-α together stimulated a synergistic increase of 2329.0 ± 92.6 pg/10^6 cells (mean ± SEM; n = 3).

Both hCBMCs and HMC-1 cells are considered to be mucosal-type mast cells. The Th2 cytokine IL-4 has been shown to enhance the maturation of normal human and rodent mast cells associated with increased electron density of the secretory granules (18) and potentiated mediator secretion in response to IgE-dependent stimulation (20–22). We investigated the effect of IL-4 priming on IL-1-stimulated mediator secretion. Eight-week-old hCBMCs were cultured in the absence (−/hCBMCs) or the presence (+/hCBMCs) of IL-4 (10 ng/ml) for 3 wk, washed free of cytokines, and resuspended in stimulation medium free of all cytokines except SCF. Six-hour stimulation of +/hCBMCs with IL-1 (50 ng/ml) resulted in the secretion of a significantly greater amount of IL-6 than that secreted by −/hCBMCs (Fig. 2E; n = 3; p < 0.05, by paired t test). The time course of IL-1-induced IL-6 secretion by +/hCBMCs (Fig. 2F) resembled that by HMC-1 cells (Fig. 2D), as
Ultrastructural localization of IL-6 and tryptase

The ability of IL-1 to induce the secretion of IL-6 without tryptase in the absence of intracellular elevations of calcium ions suggested the involvement of a secretory process other than exocytosis of secretory granules. To visualize the secretory pathway through which IL-6 is secreted, we next investigated the ultrastructural localization of IL-6 and compared it to that of tryptase. Ultrastructural Immunogold labeling showed that the prestored marker tryptase was localized in the secretory granules of hCBMCs (Fig. 4A, arrowhead). In contrast, IL-6 was found predominantly in vesicle-like clusters of 5–10 gold particles (Fig. 4C); the size of IL-6-containing vesicles (40–80 nm) resembled that of Golgi-derived vesicles. No labeling was observed in negative controls in which the primary Ab for tryptase (Fig. 4B) or IL-6 (Fig. 4D) was omitted or substituted by nonimmune IgG. These vesicle-like structures were observed in both hCBMCs (Fig. 4C, solid arrows) and HMC-1 cells (Fig. 5A, solid arrows). It appeared that the number of vesicle-like structures containing IL-6-labeled gold particles was greater in cells stimulated with IL-1 (Fig. 5A) than that in unstimulated cells (Fig. 5B). Preliminary semiquantitative evaluation of both the vesicle-like structures and the total number of gold-associated particles, however, did not yield statistically significant difference (results not shown). Many of the vesicle-like structures in stimulated cells were located near the plasma membrane or in the immediate extracellular space (Fig. 5A, open arrows). Higher magnification identified vesicle-like structures adjacent to the plasma membrane (Fig. 5C), budding from the cell surface (Fig. 5D), or immediately outside the cell (Fig. 5E).

The use of acrolein as a fixative to preserve the antigenicity of IL-6 did not allow adequate preservation of cellular membranes. To better visualize perivesicular membranes, some sections were treated with potassium permanganate. Higher magnifications of select images indicated the presence of a limiting membrane around a vesicle-like structure containing Immunogold-labeled IL-6 particles (Fig. 5F, solid arrowhead).

Discussion

Here we describe for the first time a novel action of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-1 to induce differential release of IL-6 from human mast cells without concomitant release of the preformed mediator tryptase. Both the time course of 3-h delay until the onset of IL-6 secretion and the absence of degranulation were suggestive of vesicular trafficking of newly synthesized, rather than secreted preformed, IL-6. This premise was confirmed by data showing that IL-1-stimulated IL-6 production was completely inhibited by either transcription or protein synthesis inhibitors. These findings also eliminated the possibility that secreted IL-6 was endocytosed by mast cells from the surrounding medium. IL-6 could not be prestored in the granules because assaying the contents of unstimulated cells after sonication gave undetectable levels of IL-6. Similar to our observation that IL-1 did not induce degranulation of human mast cells, IL-1 was previously reported to have no effect on histamine secretion from purified rat peritoneal mast cells (23, 24). Partially purified human adenoidal mast cells were reported to secrete histamine in response to IL-1 (25), but this was most likely an indirect effect through IL-1 activation of contaminating cells. The effects of IL-1 on mast cell cytokine production have not been studied, apart from a few studies showing that IL-1 enhances cytokine production by rodent mast cells previously activated by ionomycin or FcεRI cross-linkage (26) as well as by costimulation with SCF and IL-10 (27). In our study we further showed that IL-6 production stimulated by IL-1 could be potentiated by either costimulation with TNF-α or priming with IL-4 to induce maturation/differentiation of mast cells. Synergistic IL-6 production under these conditions again was in the absence of...
concomitant degranulation. The ability of rodent mast cells to secrete IL-6 without preformed mediators was reported previously in response to SCF (8) and LPS (28); these agonists, however, were ineffective in stimulating IL-6 production in human mast cells (our unpublished observations) (29).

In further support for a distinct secretory pathway, IL-6 was shown to be excluded from secretory granules and to compartmentalize in vesicle-like structures of 40–80 nm, resembling Golgi-derived secretory vesicles (30). Some stimulated mast cells appeared to contain more IL-6-labeled vesicles. Many vesicles were present at the cell surface and in the immediate extracellular space; the fact that preliminary semiquantitative analysis did not show a statistically significant difference may indicate that there is a much higher rate of vesicular shuttling in IL-1-activated cells than in control cells. The persistence of the electron-dense core of the IL-6-containing clusters outside the cell may act to prevent proteolytic degradation, possibly resulting in longer/greater biological activity. The need to use acrolein to preserve antigenicity made it difficult to identify perivesicular membranes; however, the presence of such membranes could be occasionally discerned at high magnification, especially after treatment with potassium permanganate. Difficulty in identifying perivesicular membranes in cells preserved for Immunogold labeling is not unique, as it was reported even for neuropeptide-containing vesicles in neurons (31) (T. Hökfelt, unpublished observation). Involvement of the Golgi-vesicular pathway is also supported by a report that secretion of IL-6 induced by the cation ionophore A23187 is sensitive to the fungal metabolite brefeldin A (32), which is known to disrupt vesicle budding from Golgi.

Previous studies have demonstrated that, similar to mast cell degranulation (33), secretion of IL-6 (28) in response to FcεRI cross-linkage is calcium dependent. In contrast to anti-IgE stimulation of sustained increases in intracellular calcium, IL-1 did not have any effect on intracellular calcium levels in either hCBMCs or HMC-1 cells, suggesting that IL-1-induced IL-6 secretion does not involve the influx of extracellular calcium. This finding was confirmed with subsequent nominal calcium experiments in which IL-6 secretion was unaffected. Alternatively, IL-1 might stimulate calcium influx that is too little or localized too close to the cell surface to be detected with whole cell population measurements.

**FIGURE 5.** Ultrastructural Immunogold localization of IL-6 in HMC-1 cells. IL-6 localization in either acrolein-fixed (A and B) or aldehyde-fixed (C–F) cells with (D–F) or without (A–C) potassium permanganate treatment. Note the IL-6-containing vesicles inside (solid arrow) and outside (open arrow) an HMC-1 cell stimulated with IL-1 (A) or an unstimulated control cell (B). C–E, A series of higher magnification electron micrographs showing IL-6-containing vesicles (open arrows) in different stages of secretion close to the cell surface: C, a vesicle right at the cell surface; D, a vesicle budding off from the cell surface; E, a vesicle right outside the cell surface with IL-6-associated gold particles evenly distributed in a circular fashion, outlining the shape of the vesicle; F, higher magnification of one vesicle where enclosing membrane is visible (arrowhead). Bars: A and B, 190 nm; C–E, 140 nm; F, 70 nm.
Unlike FceRI-mediated secretion, synthesis of TNF-α in a rat mast cell line was not inhibited by EGTA added 30 min after addition of DNP-BSA (35). In fact, IL-1R activation in most cell types, except fibroblasts (36, 37), is not coupled to calcium influx (38–41); in rare cases where a calcium response to IL-1 may be present in chondrocytes and fibroblasts, it appeared to be dependent on focal cell adhesions (42, 43).

The very first report of differential secretion involved the release of serotonin without histamine in the absence of degranulation from rat peritoneal mast cells (44). However, this differential release of serotonin involved vesicles containing high affinity serotonin binding proteins (45) that appeared to bud off from secretory granules (46). Similarly, mast cells were recently reported to transport fibroblast growth factor in vesicles, but these vesicles also derived from secretory granules (47).

Differential secretion of IL-6 may have gone unnoticed in many inflammatory conditions in which mast cells appear to be involved (3). For instance, it was only recently shown that IL-6 was elevated without concomitant tryptase in suction skin blister fluid (48) and serum (7) of systemic mastocytosis patients, especially those with bone involvement (7). Serum IL-6 levels are increased in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (49, 50), especially those with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (51, 52). Moreover, IL-6 is required for the development of Ag- and collagen-induced arthritis (53–55). IL-6 is also increased in the serum (10) and coronary sinus (11) of patients with coronary artery disease (56) where numerous mast cells are found around atherosclerotic plaques (13, 57). We recently also showed that cardiac mast cell activation (58) and serum IL-6 increase induced by stress were higher in mice that develop atherosclerosis and could be inhibited by the mast cell stabilizer romolyn (59). Development of inhibitors of IL-1-induced secretion of IL-6 from mast cells could provide novel therapeutic options for the treatment of inflammatory conditions.
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